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Abstract: Cloud computing is a massive amount of dynamic ad distributed resources that are deliv-
ered on request to clients over the Internet. Typical centralized cloud computing models may have
difficulty dealing with challenges caused by IoT applications, such as network failure, latency, and
capacity constraints. One of the introduced methods to solve these challenges is fog computing which
makes the cloud closer to IoT devices. A system for dynamic congestion management brokerage is
presented in this paper. With this proposed system, the IoT quality of service (QoS) requirements as
defined by the service-level agreement (SLA) can be met as the massive amount of cloud requests
come from the fog broker layer. In addition, a forwarding policy is introduced which helps the cloud
service broker to select and forward the high-priority requests to the appropriate cloud resources
from fog brokers and cloud users. This proposed idea is influenced by the weighted fair queuing
(WFQ) Cisco queuing mechanism to simplify the management and control of the congestion that
may possibly take place at the cloud service broker side. The system proposed in this paper is
evaluated using iFogSim and CloudSim tools, and the results demonstrate that it improves IoT (QoS)
compliance, while also avoiding cloud SLA violations.

Keywords: cloud service broker; quality of service; round robin; weighted fair queuing; fog computing;
constrained application protocol; simple network management protocol

1. Introduction
1.1. Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is considered as a massive dynamic and distributed resource of
storage, services, and computing power available on request to users over the Internet [1,2].
Conventionally, resources in cloud computing are located in a huge data storage center
and are managed and controlled by a third party, who offers computing infrastructures
for the cloud users to be used by anyone from anywhere via the Internet [3]. Cloud
computing presents a huge resource that can be reached on demand and distributed over
the Internet [4–8]. Figure 1 illustrates the cloud computing model environment for cloud
services allow users (including persons, businesses, and customers) to exploit software
and hardware that are managed at remote locations by third parties. Such cloud examples
include webmail, online file storage, and social networking sites [9]. Cloud computing
has quickly become a very popular and widely used network system because of its cost
efficiency, reducing user costs and increasing profitability for cloud providers [10–12].
Cloud computing systems can access computer resources and data from anywhere that has
an Internet or even a network connection [13].
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Figure 1. Cloud Computing Environment [14]. 

Service requesters of the cloud could pay providers for the cloud service based on 
specific charging types such as pay-per-use, the same as public utilities (for example, tel-
ephone, gas, power, and water), whereby customers can be charged on a monthly or quar-
terly basis based on their use of the fixed units [15,16]. 

At the current juncture, cloud computing has expanded extensively in applications 
and numerous usages, which is the most important part of the future generation of afford-
able computing infrastructure and services. Its advantageous characteristics will allow the 
users of the cloud to operate and develop their resources based on a pay-per-use basis, as 
shown in Figure 2 [17]. Cloud services have many models such as platform as a service 
(PaaS), infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and software as a service (SaaS), which are of-
fered by the providers of the cloud, as described below. 
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Figure 1. Cloud Computing Environment [14].

Service requesters of the cloud could pay providers for the cloud service based on
specific charging types such as pay-per-use, the same as public utilities (for example,
telephone, gas, power, and water), whereby customers can be charged on a monthly or
quarterly basis based on their use of the fixed units [15,16].

At the current juncture, cloud computing has expanded extensively in applications and
numerous usages, which is the most important part of the future generation of affordable
computing infrastructure and services. Its advantageous characteristics will allow the users
of the cloud to operate and develop their resources based on a pay-per-use basis, as shown
in Figure 2 [17]. Cloud services have many models such as platform as a service (PaaS),
infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and software as a service (SaaS), which are offered by the
providers of the cloud, as described below.
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IaaS offers virtualizing resources as needed (on demand) as part of a service business
model [18–20], where the provider in this model is the owner of the tools and the equipment,
whose use it offers cloud users virtually instead of purchasing them (pay-per-use is used in
this situation) [14]. A web-based operation management console (graphical user interface)
is used for this purpose. Furthermore, this model of service allows cloud users to implement
self-service once the provider’s services have been utilized.

The cloud service of SaaS’s model is the most widespread compared with other models,
whereby the user can utilize and access the applications without the necessity to buy or
download them. The provider provides the client with storage space to rent [18–21].
Additionally, the SaaS services can be used and accessed by the cloud users through a web
browser.

PaaS enables cloud users to rent hardware and software infrastructures from the cloud
providers, using the Internet to run their applications [18,19,22]. PaaS is mostly used by
application developers to build and test their applications.

1.2. Internet of Things (IoT)

IoT refers to the increasing number of physical objects which are being linked to the
Internet at an extraordinary rate. There are many examples of these objects, which include
control and monitoring systems such as air conditioning, heating, and ventilation in smart
homes. The IoT allows physical objects to hear, think, and see, and to create tasks that allow
them to communicate with each other in order to coordinate decisions and information
sharing. The IoT converts these objects from traditional forms to smart entities by utilizing
their underlying technologies. Examples of these smart objects are universal and common
computing, communication technologies, embedded devices, sensor networks, and appli-
cations’ Internet protocols [23]. Figure 3 shows the general conceptualization of the IoT
environment.

IoT applications have spread from the home area network, smart buildings, industrial
automation, and smart transportation to pervasive healthcare [24–26]. For example, smart
homes will deeply count on IoT devices to identify possible gas leakages, ambient tempera-
ture, air quality, house intrusions, and many other parameters regarding homes and their
residents [27].
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1.3. Fog Computing

As the IoT is distinguished by limited storage and processing power, it also has rel-
atively weak performance, privacy, reliability, and security. Combining IoT and cloud
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networks in the Cloud of Things (CoT) is one of the best ways to overcome almost all the
barriers to the IoT [29]. Moreover, the CoT can streamline the processes of IoT data collec-
tion, processing, integration, and deployment [2,29]. The creation of new IoT applications
is complicated due to the huge number of IoT devices with heterogeneous paradigms [30].
Sensors and other devices provide huge amounts of data in IoT applications, generating
Big Data that are later processed and analyzed to decide on suitable responsive actions.
Data collected by sensors must be analyzed in the cloud, which requires a high bandwidth
for the network used. Thus, these issues can be solved by using fog computing [30,31].

Several fields, especially the IoT, can benefit from fog computing, a new technology
that offers many advantages. It was invented by Cisco and provides a way to process data
near the information source, making it more rapidly accessible and efficient [32]. IoT users
can take advantage of fog computing to access services such as storage and data processing.
Just as the cloud delivers services to users, fog computing provides a way for IoT devices to
connect to and use these services. Instead of transferring data to the cloud, fog computing
offers local storage and processing capabilities to fog devices. Storage, computing, and
networking resources are available through both cloud computing and fog computing [33].
As illustrated in Figure 4, fog computing extends the cloud to bring the environment close
to the things that interact with IoT data (such as user devices).
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Fog computing can be seen as an extension of cloud computing to the edge of the
network, where data are processed near the source instead of being sent to the cloud. With
the increasing abundance of sensors, more and more data are being generated. In the past,
these data were processed and stored in the cloud. However, this approach has several
drawbacks, including latency and network congestion [34].

Fog as a service (FaaS) is a new class of service made possible by the Internet of
Things and fog computing. Here, service providers create arrays of fog nodes across
geographic areas, which act as ownerless resources that can be rented by businesses from
many different industries. Every fog node has local computation, storage, and networking
capabilities, making it an ideal solution for distributed data processing and analysis [35].
FaaS affords a new method for businesses to offer services to clients. Rather than the large
companies that typically operate clouds at different scales, FaaS provides public and private
computing, control, and storage services to both large and small businesses. As a result,
they can meet the needs of a wide range of clients [36].
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To explain how the fog works, the type of directed data from the fog should be
identified first. Developers either create fog node ports or IoT applications at the edge
of the network. The fog nodes that are near the network edge absorb the data collected
from IoT devices, then the fog IoT application directs these data to the optimum place for
analysis. The three types of data are [37]:

• The most time-sensitive data: the fog node analyzes these types of data near the things
(e.g., sensor systems) that produce the data.

• Data that can be delayed for minutes or seconds for response or actions: these data are
directed to an aggregation node for analysis, evaluation, and action.

• Data that are less time-sensitive to delay are forwarded to the cloud for archiving and
historical analysis, long-term storage, and Big Data analytics.

Our contributions in this paper can be distilled into the following points:

1. Proposal of a new Dynamic Congestion Management Brokering (DCMB) system
which is essentially adopted from Cisco queuing models. The DCMB can handle
urgent requests (jobs) from the fog layer.

2. Additionally, this system can manage the enormous volume of cloud requesters while
taking into account the QoS requirements of the customers as enforced by the SLA.

3. Finally, the DCMB system is used to provide cloud providers with jobs and monitor
their progress.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature
concerning cloud and fog computing models. Section 3 presents the proposed system
model, which is evaluated in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

In this section, the most popular models for cloud and fog computing are reviewed,
explaining their resource monitoring and provisioning mechanisms, and it describes CSB
jobs. With this information, we can better understand the strengths and weaknesses of each
model and choose the one that is best suited to our needs.

The system of DRPM has been presented by Al-Ayyoub et al. [38]. This multi-agent
system was designed to control the cloud provider’s resources while considering the
customers quality of service requirements, which are controlled by the SLA. In the event
of physical machine overload, the DRPM system’s host fault detection (HFD) algorithm
determines virtual machines to mitigate the issue. This is achieved by taking into account
the source of the overload and making an informed decision accordingly. The system of
DRPM has been evaluated and tested by the CloudSim tool, in order to utilize the resource
enhancement, mitigate the power consumption, and avoid violations of the SLA.

The Aneka system was designed by Vecchiola et. [39] which provides a PaaS for cloud
environments by the platform of NET-based applications. This system makes it easy to
manage, deploy, and develop applications in the cloud. APIs and runtime environment
applications are presented by this system, which can be used on public and private cloud
computing paradigms, such as GoGrid and Amazon EC2. Furthermore, the Aneka model
similarly proposes techniques of resource monitoring according to SLA guidance. This
method helps ensure that new jobs from cloud users are completed on time and within the
parameters set by SLAs. It does this by estimating the time required to complete these tasks
and matching them with available resources. The system keeps running if the calculated
completion time for the new workloads matches; else, it keeps running cloud resources to
stay within SLAs.

Fog computing has been described by Peter [33] along with its real-time applications,
and it has been shown that fog computing can run and handle Big Data produced by IoT
devices. Additionally, it was demonstrated that fog computing may address latency and
congestion problems. This method works by estimating the time required to complete new
tasks from cloud users and then matching them up with the available resources and the
SLA deadline time.
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Chiang and Zhang [36] showed that the IoT and fog computing are two important
emerging technologies that are beginning to see more integration. They give an overview
of some of the challenges and concerns that come with evolving IoT systems, and how fog
computing can help to address them. Additionally, they discussed how to develop new
business opportunities by using modern storage, computing, and networking architectures.
In addition to reviewing the characteristics and advantages of this fog architecture, the
authors also recommended solutions for several IoT problems.

Other related papers have reviewed fog computing architectures, such as Dastjerdi
et al. [40]. Instead of using the cloud, their model operates the IoT in the local fog. In
the suggested architecture, fog services are positioned within a software-defined resource
management layer [41]. By using cloud-based middleware, fog cells are analyzed, arranged,
and provisioned.

Kong et al. [42] analyzed how fog computing is accompanied and spread by cloud
computing and examined how the former integrates with the IoT. Using traffic lights and
wind farms as use cases, their architecture was evaluated.

Agarwal et al. [43] described the CSB architecture, which is shown in Figure 5, where
the CSB architecture is split into four parts:
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A: The User Interface between the user and the CSB serves as a link between the two.
An Application Interpreter describes how tasks should be performed, what QoS should
be provided, and what is to be implemented by the user. Moreover, the service requisites
needed for execution are identified by the Service Interpreter. A few other essential services
are included in these requirements, such as the type of service and the location of the service.
To gain access to required services, the Credential Interpreter examines the credentials.

B: The Core Services layer is used by the CSB to match user requests with the most
appropriate cloud services. The Service Negotiator gathers requirements from the User
Interface and passes them on to the Scheduler, which then uses these requirements to
identify which cloud services will best suit the user’s needs. The Service Monitor is a
constantly running program to check the cloud services’ availability and to find available
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new services. This allows tracking of the state of the cloud and ensures that services are
always up and running.

C: The Execution Interface is where the Job Dispatcher executes user applications, by
combining data files with the user application code, and sending the resultant packages
to cloud resources. This layer provides the necessary infrastructure to make this happen.
The Job Monitor is an essential tool for tracking the progress of a job and ensuring that the
results are delivered to the customer upon completion.

D: The Persistence Layer is key to maintaining the User Interface state, Execution
Interface, and Core Services in the event of broker failure.

Alwada’n et al. [44] presented a new system called Dynamic Congestion Management
(DCM) that uses multiple agents to consider various elements when making decisions, such
as cloud providers’ limitations and the number and types of resources available, which
are essential factors in decision-making, customers’ QoS requirements, and customers’
conditions (service demands). Figure 6 shows the Dynamic Congestion Management
(DCM) system architecture proposed in [44]. The system is partitioned into three parts.

A: Each client is given a local agent by the Cloud Service Users section, who responds
to queries in order of priority. Additionally, the agent is responsible for sending the marked
requests to the Classifier inside the CSB.

B: In the case of job congestion, the Cloud Service Broker Classifier identifies the
jobs’ priority determining which should be run first. When cloud users continue sending
job requests to the CSB in large numbers, the CSB might randomly reject some of these
requests. The Classifier in the DCM system seeks to deploy the a priori task categorizations
of the local agent to manage the requests flowing to the CSB in order to control the random
rejection of requests. If the CSB is not overloaded, the classifier will implement the first-in,
first-out (FIFO) order for the incoming requests. Conversely, the weighted fair queuing
(WFQ) mechanism will be applied by the Classifier to resolve the congestion.

C: The Service Provider’s physical and virtual machines, including bandwidth, CPU,
storage, RAM, etc., receive job requirements from the CSB via agents for every single
resource, which report to the Job Monitor with a periodic update message regarding the
job status.

Due to restricted resources (memory, energy, etc.), the calculation of shared data can
be laborious and typically cannot be performed by IoT devices themselves [45]. Companies
have been able to overcome this capacity restriction by outsourcing intense computer
processes to the cloud thanks to the adoption and use of the cloud paradigm. However,
this offloading comes at a cost to the quality of service (QoS) provided, including increased
latency brought on by the distance between the cloud and the end devices, network
overhead, and increased security and privacy risk. Over the past few years, the edge
computing paradigm has been advocated as a way to lessen this penalty. Edge computing
enables the transfer of computing tasks to nodes located closer to end devices (at one hop
from them). As a result, these duties are closer to the data source and the data consumer,
improving the quality of service provided [46].

However, edge computing, according to some researchers, addresses the offloading of
computing work from the cloud to the last hop before smart devices, while others claim
it just includes the collection of devices at the end of the computer chain, including IoT
devices, etc. [47]. It becomes essential to adopt technology that will allow for real-time
data collecting and analysis while also ensuring process and product quality [48]. Edge
computing (EC) must thus be introduced in order to guarantee the quality of the production
process and final goods (zero defect manufacturing) [48].

Additionally, some studies advise the use of edge computing for various domains,
applications with stringent reaction times, and for those who wish to lower the cost of their
infrastructure or control their privacy better. The particular coverage, chosen areas, and
advantages of edge computing are therefore not presently agreed upon [49].
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3. System Model

The proposed multi-agent DCMB system is designed to take into account several
factors when making decisions, utilizing different agents to make informed decisions.
This system was created in order to improve traffic conditions by reducing congestion
and improving the flow of traffic. Some of the factors that are considered when making
decisions include urgent requests (jobs) coming from the fog layer, the huge amount of
cloud requesters, customer technical and QoS requirements, and the scope and limitations
of cloud provider resources. This system is essentially adopted from Cisco’s queuing
algorithms [50] and the DCM system proposed by Alwada’n et al. [44].
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Figure 7 shows the DCMB system’s architecture, which comprises four main sections:
the Cloud Users, Cloud Service Broker, Fog Service Broker, and Cloud Service Provider
sections.
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3.1. Part 1: The Cloud Users

This part assigns a local agent to each customer, which remarks on customers’ requests
according to their priority, and forwards the distinguished requests to the CSB (specifically
to its Classifier entity). The marking that is carried out by the local agent is considered as
an additional paid service, whereby clients can purchase priority cloud use. If this service
is not chosen, the level of priority will be assigned as a law by the local agent. User requests
contain job conditions (specifications), including in terms of hardware specifications, re-
quired software, and virtual machine (VM) type. The local agent marks the users’ requests
as low, medium, or high priority, which supports the user to address some demanding jobs
when required.

3.2. Part 2: The Broker of Cloud Service

The cloud center is considered in this part. Cloud users (including IoT devices and fog
brokers) submit jobs to the CSB, which is the core of the DCMB system. During congestion,
the Classifier determines which job should be operated first. Due to the large number of
requests that the CSB receives, it may be forced to delay or reject some requests. Instead of
delaying or rejecting the requests as per FIFO order, the Classifier can utilize the request
marking previously applied by the agent in both the user part and the fog broker in the fog
layer, to classify the requests in a way that allows for the customers’ QoS requirements. The
FIFO algorithm is employed by the Classifier in order to process the ingress requests if there
is no congestion in the CSB. In the event of congestion, the Classifier relies on the WFQ to
resolve it. Streams are sorted into queues automatically by WFQ, which assigns a weight
to each queue according to its priority. Initially, the process is a round robin, where time
slices are allotted to each process in equal percentages, but once the round is completed,
the traffic flow is passed by the processer, depending on its weight. The WFQ mechanism
solves the starvation issue that may arise when round robin is used alone. Figure 8 explains
the job of the Classifier while receiving cloud users’ requests, the IoT devices’ requests, and
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the fog broker requests by using the WFQ mechanism. Furthermore, the Broker Buffer is
used by the Classifier, if the requests need an additional classification, and kept on hold.
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In the next step, the Scheduler runs the requests the classifier selected to run first. In
response to a user request, the Scheduler selects the most appropriate cloud service based
on the request’s application and requirements. Cloud service status is monitored by the
Service Monitor and the new cloud services are periodically checked. Subsequently, the
Job Dispatcher obtains the users’ jobs and puts together the user application and data files
which are sent to a particular cloud resource in order to execute them. The job running
status is monitored by the Job Monitor in order to send the job outcomes again to the client
once the jobs are completed. The job status can be viewed and managed by using an agent
which is linked together with the cloud resource. In cases where the broker fails for any
reason (e.g., the broker’s system is down or has crashed), the state of every CSB entity is
saved in a database in order to be recovered once the failure is fixed. Finally, once the task
is finished, the agent connected to the resource directs the results back to the Job Dispatcher,
which reports that to the Job Monitor while simultaneously sending the outputs back to
the local agent at the cloud user side.

3.3. Part 3: The Broker of Fog Service

This part describes the high level of integration IoT with the edge-fog and their
relationship with the cloud. Some of the components in this part are adapted from the model
developed by Tuli et al. [51], which was clarified in a notably accomplished way. IoT devices
observe the external environment and translate any given directive into physical actions.
IoT devices are connected with nearby gateways by wired or wireless communication
protocols. The Fog Gateway offers user interfaces for applications to facilitate users’
credentials, report service expectations, access the backend program, receive service results,
request resources from computing infrastructure according to availability, and manage
IoT devices. It employs either the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) or Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) for communication. General Computing Nodes
are responsible for data storage, application execution, and other operational management
functions. Repository Nodes store the infrastructure and user credentials, as well as data
from IoT devices; back up the application catalog; and increase the cloud storage to assist
in data management operations.

The Fog Service Broker (FSB) is responsible for operating and managing the fog layer
operations, including:

A: Finding suitable computing nodes to run the most time-sensitive data requiring a
quick response from the fog layer, which cannot wait for feedback from the cloud.

B: Finding the suitable computing node(s) or the suitable repository node to run or
store data that can be delayed for minutes or seconds for response or actions.
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C: Sending less time-sensitive data to the cloud on a delayed basis, for archiving and
historical analysis, long-term storage, and Big Data analytics.

D: In case there is a need to process very urgent operations, and the FSB cannot
find suitable resources for these operations, it sends the request to the CSB for an urgent
process. However, before sending this request, it informs the CSB of this urgent request by
marking the request a high priority job. The CSB in turn applies the WFQ mechanism for
classification, which helps to accelerate the processing of prioritized FSB requests.

Another point that should be noted is that in some cases the Fog Gateway may have
the ability to communicate directly with the CSB without the need to communicate with
the FSB first. This situation can take place in the case of a job that is less time-sensitive to
delay.

3.4. Part 4: The Cloud Service Providers

This part includes the virtual and physical machines (CPU, storage, RAM, bandwidth,
etc.). Every physical machine can have more than one VM and every VM has an agent
that is accountable for job attributes received from the cloud broker and informing the
Job Monitor by frequent messages of the condition of the job. In other words, the agent is
responsible for monitoring the execution of jobs at the cloud providers.

4. Experiments and Results

To evaluate our proposed system, iFogSim [52] and CloudSim [53] were utilized.
iFogSim is one of the major simulation platforms for the fog computing environments, and
CloudSim is one of the main tools for simulating the cloud environment.

4.1. Requirements

Tables 1 and 2 show the settings for the physical and the virtual machines involved
in the simulation. The simulation was divided into two sections with identical settings.
The first simulation was split into two sections. For both, 500 jobs from 5 users from fog
and cloud systems (100 each) were sent to the CSB. The simulation assumed four machines
(three VMs built on one physical machine) were used as providers. Up to 300 cloudlets
may be accepted by the CSB, but requests above that limit are rejected. The simulation
period was 24 h, based on 300 s scheduling intervals. Table 3 shows the characteristics of
the cloudlets (jobs) that were sent to the CSB.

Table 1. VM Attributes.

Attribute Size/Quantity

Quantity 3
VM types 4

Computer’s raw CPU processing power 1000
No. PEs 1

RAM space 512
Frequency range 100 Mbit/s

Storage size 5 GB

Table 2. Physical Machine Attributes.

Attribute Size/Quantity

No. hosts 1
VM types 4

Computer’s raw CPU processing power 1000
No. PEs 2

RAM space 2048
Frequency 1 Gbit/s

Storage size 10 GB
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Table 3. Job Attributes.

Attribute Size/Quantity

No. cloudlets 400
Job length 1000

File volume 300
Output volume 300
Number of PEs 1

The cloud or fog users did not provide any paid services for high or medium priority
in the first section of the simulation. Every cloud user is represented by a local agent
(4 users), and the FSB (1 user) assigns a “low” priority for each job. The characteristics of
the FSB and IoT devices (sensors) used in the simulation are shown Tables 4–6.

Table 4. FSB Characteristics.

Attribute Size/Quantity

Level 0
Uplink bandwidth 1000

Downlink bandwidth 1200
MIPS of CPU 5000
RAM capacity 45,000

Rata/MIPS 1000

Table 5. Sensor 1 Characteristics.

Attribute Size/Quantity

Type EEG
Distribution type Normal

Mean 10
StdDev 5

Table 6. Sensor 2 Characteristics.

Attribute Size/Quantity

Distribution type Uniform
Min 20
Max 100

Distribution type Uniform

“High” priority was assigned to the FSB’s jobs in the second section, while no priority
was assigned to users of the cloud. Each test measured the total processing time by sending
all jobs simultaneously to the CSB. In consequence of the high volume of requests, the
number of delayed or rejected jobs was also tested.

We compared and evaluated both sections of the experiment on several factors, includ-
ing how long each took to complete and how many jobs were rejected.

4.2. Simulation Details

Section 1: Four cloud users sent 500 jobs to the CSB, and one cloud user (User 5)
sent 100 jobs to the FSB. No priority was assigned at this stage, and FIFO requests were
received and processed by the CSB. Regardless of the order in which the user requested
the cloudlets, the first 300 cloudlets from the first three users were processed without any
rejections. As the CSB reached the bounds of taking up jobs (in accordance with its policy),
the fourth and fifth users’ jobs were rejected. Both users re-sent their jobs later in order to
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be processed. Figure 9 shows the processing time and Figure 10 shows the jobs’ rejection
for the simulation in the first section.
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Section 2: Another 500 jobs were sent to the CSB from the same source, but the FSB
marked its jobs for users as high priority (paid service) this time around. Other cloud users
retained normal priority. Figure 9 shows the processing time and Figure 10 shows the
rejected jobs for the second section of the simulation.

All the tasks were processed for User 5 by the FSB, illustrating the advantages of the
priority service used. In addition, in comparison to the first section, the processing time
was very short. Moreover, there were no rejected jobs for the FSB. Using the DCMB system
gave a guarantee of finishing all the jobs in a short time. Based on CSB’s FIFO mechanism,
Users 1 and 2 still had no rejected jobs, while Users 3 and 4 had all of their jobs rejected.

Another experiment was conducted, with the same settings for the physical machine,
the virtual machines, the characteristics of the cloudlets (jobs), and the characteristics of the
FSB and IoT devices (sensors) used in the first simulation (Tables 1–6). Five hundred jobs
were sent, including 100 each from four cloud users, and 100 from the FSB. Additionally,
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up to 300 cloudlets were accepted by the CSB, and any requests above that were rejected.
An interval of 300 s was used in the simulation time of 24 h.

Once more, the simulation was divided into two sections, which were evaluated in
terms of several factors, such as the completion time and rejection rate for jobs.

4.3. Simulation Details

Section 1: The CSB received 400 jobs from cloud Users 1 to 4, and 100 from the FSB
(User 5), with no priority being assigned. The CSB received the jobs and managed them
as FIFO. The first 300 jobs coming from the first three users were processed without any
job rejection. As per its policy, when the fourth and fifth users’ jobs came to the bounds of
the limited jobs level, they were rejected by the CSB. It took two users longer to process
their jobs after they re-sent them. Figures 11 and 12 show the time processing and the jobs’
rejection for the experiment in the first section.
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Section 2: The CSB received 400 jobs from cloud Users 1 to 4, and 100 jobs from the
FSB (User 5). For the fourth user, the local agent marked the jobs as “medium” priority (as
per a paid service), and for User 5, the FSB marked them as “high” priority. Other users
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retained normal (i.e., “low”) priority. Figure 11 shows the processing time and Figure 12
shows the jobs’ rejection for the simulation in the first section.

The results in Figures 11 and 12 show that Users 5 (FSB) and 4 (cloud user), who
made use of the paid priority service introduced by the DCMB system, had all of their
jobs processed, and this was achieved in a shorter time compared to the first stage of the
experiment. For those two users, there were no delayed jobs. This is because the CSB
processed their jobs according to FIFO. Users 1, 2, and 3 had 100 rejected jobs each, while
User 1 had no rejected jobs.

5. Conclusions

IoT applications are rapidly transforming traditional cloud computing models, which
are facing challenges such as capacity, latency, and network failures with the fast devel-
opment of IoT applications and escalating demands and expectations from users. Fog
computing usually processes and stores data locally among IoT devices instead of sending
them to the cloud. However, in cases where there is a need to send some sensitive data
requiring a fast response time to the cloud in order to process them, a huge amount of
cloud requesters coming from the fog broker layer can overload latent resources and incur
technical problems and reduced QoS. The paper presents a (DCMB) system that satisfies
the IoT SLA requirements for QoS. The results in our experiment show that the user from
the fog environment and the other users from the cloud environment who made use of
the paid priority service introduced by the DCMB system had all of their jobs processed,
and this was achieved in a shorter time (15,000 ms) compared to the first stage of the
experiment (35,000 ms). As part of the job running, it also provisioned and monitored
the cloud providers’ work. The proposed DCMB system was evaluated by using iFogSim
and CloudSim, and the results indicated that using DCMB enhanced the degree to which
the IoT’s QoS requirements were met during resource utilization and avoided the cloud
SLAs being violated. The experiments show that the processing time needed by the DCMB
system was very short compared to the traditional cloud system and the number of rejected
jobs which resulted from using the DCMB system is lower than the traditional cloud system.
Our suggested system has some limitations, such as not having been tested with a large
number of jobs. Only 500 jobs were used in the experiments. In order to check its usability
and performance, we plan on extending our proposed system and testing it using a large
number of jobs.
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